
Dear Incoming 6th Grade Student, 

I am excited to share this year’s summer reading assignment with you! You may choose a book from the 

attached list and complete ONE of the three assignment options. This assignment is due the first week 

of school.  

I look forward to a new and exciting year of reading, learning, discussion, and exploration. 

Blessings, 

Ms. Mazza  

Summer Reading Assignment 

After reading a book from the “Summer Reading List,” complete ONE of the following assignments using 

the guidelines below.  

 This assignment must be one-page typed (12 point font, single-spaced) or two pages handwritten. You 

must show evidence from the book. Credit will not be given for vague or general responses. 

Choice 1: 

Write a letter to the author. Tell him/her what you liked or perhaps did not like about the book. Include 

at least three questions you have about the story. Use evidence from the book! 

Choice 2: 

Compare and contrast the themes and characters from your book with another you have read for class 

this year. Use evidence from the book! 

Choice 3: 

Write a letter from the point of view of a main character explaining his or her surprising actions in the 

story. Use evidence from the book!  

Trinity Lutheran School 

Grade 6 Summer Reading 

Please select from the list to complete your summer reading assignment. They are available through the 

Public Library System – the starred (*) titles are available in audio format. 

* Night Journeys -Avi 

In the spring of 1768, twelve-year-old Peter, living with his Quaker guardian near the Pennsylvania-New 

Jersey border, joins in the search for two runaway indentured servants 

*Chasing Vermeer – Blue Balliett 



When strange and seemingly unrelated events start to happen and a precious Vermeer painting 

disappears, eleven-year-olds Petra and Calder combine their talents to solve an international art 

scandal. 

*Molly Moon (series) – Georgia Byng 

Having acquired the skill of morphing, Molly Moon can inhabit any creature she wants, but unless she 

can find the ancient book of hypnotism in time, she risks never getting back into her own body. 

*The Princess Diaries (series) – Meg Cabot 

Fourteen-year-old Mia, who is trying to lead a normal life as a teenage girl in New York City, is shocked 

to learn that her father is the Prince of Genovia, a small European principality, and that she is a princess 

and the heir to the throne. 

*Ruby Holler – Sharon Creech 

Thirteen-year-old twins Dallas and Florida have grown up in a terrible orphanage but their lives change 

when an eccentric but sweet older couple invites them each on an adventure, beginning in an almost 

magical place called Ruby Holler. 

*Ranger’s Apprentice (series) – John Flanagan  

When fifteen-year-old Will is rejected by battle school, he becomes the reluctant apprentice to the 

mysterious Ranger Halt and winds up protecting the kingdom from danger. 

*Inkheart (series) – Cornelia Funke 

Twelve-year-old Meggie learns that her father, who repairs and binds books for a living, can “read” 

fictional characters to life when one of those characters abducts them and tries to force him into 

service. 

*Joey Pigza (series) – Jack Gantos 

To the constant disappointment of his mother and his teachers, Joey has trouble paying attention and 

controlling his mood swings when his prescription meds wear off and he starts getting worked up and 

acting wired. 

*Dead End in Norvelt – Jack Gantos 

In the historic town of Norvelt, Pennsylvania, twelve-year-old Jack Gantos spends the summer of 1962 

grounded for various offenses until he is assigned to help an elderly neighbor with a most unusual chore 

involving the newly dead, molten wax, twisted promises, Girl Scout cookies, underage driving, lessons 

from history, typewriting, and countless bloody noses. 

*Pictures of Hollis Woods – Patricia Reilly Giff 



A troublesome twelve-year-old orphan, staying with an elderly artist who needs her, remembers the 

only other time she was happy in a foster home, with a family that truly seemed to care about her. 

*Hoot – Carl Hiaasen 

Roy, who is new to his small Florida community, becomes involved in another boy’s attempt to save a 

colony of burrowing owls from a proposed construction site. 

The Warrior (series) – Erin Hunter 

When the Twolegs destroy the warrior clans’ forest home, Graystripe is captured trying to help his 

comrades escape.  

*Emily Windsnap (series) – Liz Kessler  

After finally convincing her mother that she should take swimming lessons, twelve year-old Emily 

discovers a terrible and wonderful secret about herself that opens up a whole new world. 

**All titles**- Gordon Korman 

**All titles**- Gail Carson Levine 

*Confetti Girl – Diana Lopez 

After the death of her mother, Texas sixth-grader Lina’s mood and grades drop. Lina watches her father 

lose himself more and more in books, while her best friend uses her as an excuse to secretly meet her 

boyfriend. 

*Million Dollar Throw – Mike Lupica 

Thirteen-year-old Nate Brodie’s life would seem to be the stuff of adolescent boys’ dreams: he is the 

star quarterback of his school football team and has a great relationship with his best friend and soul 

mate, Abby McCall. However, all is not smooth sailing. He is frantic to win a million dollars by completing 

a pass during the half-time of a New England Patriot’s game to help his family and Abby who is going 

blind. 

*The Big Field – Mike Lupica 

When 14 year-old baseball player Hutch feels threatened by the arrival of a new teammate name Darryl, 

he tries to work through his insecurities about both Darryl and his remote silent father, who was once a 

great baseball player, too. 

*A Dog’s Life: An Autobiography of a Stray – Ann Martin 

From the comfort of her new home, a dog provides a retrospective narrative of her 10 years as mostly a 

stray. Squirrel’s voice is consistently gentle, even as she describes her surroundings and life-changing 



events. She describes the circumstances of her birth, and conveys sadness and grief upon the 

disappearance of her mother, separation from her brother, and dear when fighting mean, starving dogs.  

*Hoops- Walter Dean Meyers 

All eyes are on seventeen-year-old Lonnie Jackson while he practices with his team for a city-wide 

basketball Tournament of Champions. His coach, Cal, knows Lonnie has what it takes to be a pro-

basketball player, but warns him about giving in to the pressure. Cal knows because he once had the 

chance – but sold out. 

*Archer Legacy Titles (Billionaire’s Curse & the Emerald Casket) – Richard Newsome 

Aussie Gerald Archer Wilkins, 13, becomes a reluctant billionaire when he inherits his great-aunt 

Geraldine’s fortune. In a letter, Geraldine predicts her murder, asks him to investigate it and its 

connection to the theft of a priceless diamond from the British Museum. Gerald dutifully visits the 

institution but encounters difficulties when a threatening man demands answers at knifepoint. The boy 

picks up the obligatory sidekicks, twin Sam and Ruby Valentine, when they rescue him. The teens move 

from London to the new billionaire’s country estate as they identify the thieves using a set of mystical 

clues. 

*Charlie Bone (series) – Jenny Nimmo 

When he is 10 years old, Charlie discovers that he is able to look at photographs and hear conversations 

and even thoughts that were taking place at the time the photo was taken, a legacy of his ancestor the 

Red King, whose descendants all have different magical abilities. Charlie hears one conversation that 

sets him on a search for a girl who has been missing for years, and when he begins attending Bloor’s 

Academy, an elite boarding school for the rich and the endowed (as the Red King’s descendants are 

called), his life becomes full of intrigue and danger. Charlie, his friend Benjamin, and other allies try to 

unlock the secrets of a mysterious case that could get the girl back, while the sinister Bloors and 

Charlie’s ghastly relatives who are endowed try to thwart them. 

**All titles** - Gary Paulsen 

Yellow Star – Jennifer Roy 

This is the true story of Syvia Perlmutter – a story of courage, heartbreak, and finally survival despite the 

terrible circumstances in which she grew up. 

*Crash – Jerry Spinelli 

Seventh-grader John “Crash” Coogan has always been comfortable with his tough, aggressive behavior, 

until his relationship with an unusual Quaker boy and his grandfather’s stroke make him consider the 

meaning of friendship and the importance of family.  

*How to Beat the Bully without Really Trying-Scott Starkey 



Rodney Rathbone is a self-admitted coward. Things scare him, and he can’t help it. So naturally he’s 

terrified when he moves to a new town and the bully is ready to pounce. But just as Rodney is about to 

flee, a baseball flies in from out of nowhere and knocks out the bully. Now everyone thinks Rodney’s 

invincible---- when really he feels just the opposite. Can he figure out how to live up to his new 

reputation and make friends along the way? 

**All titles** - Lisa Yee 


